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SYNOPSIS
It is well recognized that methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)
has become a community pathogen. Several key differences between community-associated and hospital-associated MRSA strains exist, including distinct
methicillin resistance genes and genetic backgrounds and differing susceptibility to antibiotics. Recent studies have demonstrated that typical hospital and
community strains easily move between hospital and community environments.
Despite evidence of MRSA’s expanding reach in the community, the best methods for population-level detection and containment have not been established.
In an effort to determine effective methods for monitoring the spread of
MRSA, we reviewed the literature on hospital-associated and communityassociated MRSA (CA-MRSA) in the community and proposed a model for
enhanced surveillance. By linking epidemiologic and molecular techniques
within a surveillance system that coordinates activities in the community and
health-care setting, scientists and public health officials can begin to measure
the true extent of CA-MRSA in communities and hospitals.
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Until the early 1980s, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA) remained an exclusively nosocomial
pathogen.1 The more recent emergence and spread of
MRSA outside of the hospital setting has caused alarm
among public health officials and clinicians.2 Four
disturbing trends indicate MRSA’s growing reach: (1)
the number of cases of MRSA inside and outside of
the hospital is rising, (2) the distribution of S. aureus
infections in the community is shifting from methicillinsensitive to methicillin-resistant, (3 ) MRSA infections
have caused significant morbidity in healthy individuals,
and (4) the boundary between the hospital and the
community has blurred. Without proper detection and
control, the problem of community-associated MRSA
(CA-MRSA) will likely worsen.
CA-MRSA has been associated with high morbidity
and hospitalization; in rare cases, severe CA-MRSA
infections have even caused death. In the late 1990s,
an outbreak of MRSA caused the deaths of four
children in the Midwest.3 More recently, in January
2007, six previously healthy adults and children died
of CA-MRSA pneumonia.4 Other communities have
reported dramatic increases in the incidence of CAMRSA infections.3 Outbreaks of CA-MRSA causing both
mild skin infections and fatal necrotizing pneumonia
have occurred in diverse populations in the U.S., such
as Native Americans, homeless youth, men who have
sex with men (MSM), jail and prison inmates, military
recruits, athletes, and children in day care centers. In
several communities across the U.S., CA-MRSA has
become the predominant pathogen isolated from skin
infections, especially among children.3
For much of the past two decades, experts debated
the origins of CA-MRSA. Initial reports of MRSA in the
community revealed that most community-associated
infections were probably acquired in the health-care
setting. The majority of patients with MRSA had either
direct or indirect contact with the health-care setting,
suggesting that their infections resulted from hospital
strains that were carried into the community.5 Some
strains isolated from patients in the community even
shared identical resistance patterns with common
nosocomial strains.6 Due to the observed similarities
between cases with community-associated infection and
cases with nosocomial infection and the high prevalence of recent health-care exposure, many believed
that community strains were related to endemic hospital strains.
Remarkably, in the last several years, CA-MRSA
has been reported in healthy individuals with neither
direct nor indirect contact with the health-care system.3
Molecular analysis reveals that community isolates
from patients without health-care exposures are geneti-

cally distinct from nosocomial isolates. Moreover, the
majority of CA-MRSA strains possess novel virulence
and resistance traits rarely observed in nosocomial
strains.5 Molecular analysis has also allowed researchers to detect the circulation of typical community and
hospital strains between settings. Several outbreaks
caused by typical community strains have occurred in
the postpartum and neonatal hospital wards in major
cities.7–9 Other studies have documented a relatively
high prevalence of nosocomial strains in communities
such as Atlanta.10,11 Together, these findings indicate
that CA-MRSA results from both the introduction of
nosocomial strains into the community and the de
novo emergence of novel strains of pathogenic MRSA.
In turn, community strains have entered the hospital
setting, further expanding the reservoir.
Data on the epidemiologic and biological dimensions of CA-MRSA demonstrate the changing epidemiology of a common and virulent pathogen.3,7–13 With
the boundary between community and nosocomial
settings clearly porous, it is essential that surveillance
systems cover both settings. However, such systems have
been implemented sporadically. Hospital centers in
major cities such as Houston have conducted multiyear
surveillance projects for CA-MRSA strains.14 However,
community control of MRSA has largely been limited
to outbreaks.15–17 In addition, molecular genotyping
has been a central tool for describing the origins and
epidemiology of MRSA; molecular analysis must be
used to detect and control the circulation of MRSA
strains between the hospital and community. By linking epidemiologic and molecular techniques within a
surveillance system that coordinates activities in the
community and health-care setting, we can begin to
define and measure the true extent of MRSA in the
community and the hospital.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON CA-MRSA
IN THE COMMUNITY AND HOSPITAL
Traditionally, studies have distinguished between hospital-acquired MRSA (HA-MRSA) and CA-MRSA by using
temporal and clinical criteria, such as the timing and
location of diagnosis (HA-MRSA are identified 48 to
72 hours after admission and CA-MRSA are identified
in the community or within 48 to 72 hours of hospital
admission) and the presence or absence of health-care
risk factors, such as hospitalization, indwelling catheterization, and dialysis. Researchers have recently detected
MRSA in previously healthy individuals who lack these
risk factors; and MRSA strains typically seen in community settings now appear to spread nosocomially.
There are several key differences between typical
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community and nosocomial strains of MRSA. These
differences might explain the proliferation and spread
of certain MRSA strains in the community.
The methicillin resistance determinant:
SCCmec type IV
The majority of methicillin-resistant strains in the
community seem to contain a specific type of mobile
genomic island (i.e., genetic element that has integrated into the organism’s genome), the staphylococcal
chromosome cassette mec (SCCmec) type IV element.
This 21- to 24-kilobase stretch of DNA carries the methicillin resistance determinant mec and two recombinase
genes that guide excision and integration of the SCCmec
element. Therefore, the type IV element is considerably smaller in size than other SCCmec types.18 The
antibiotic resistance gene, mecA, confers resistance to
beta-lactam antibiotics including cephalosporins. The
type IV genotype is consistent with the phenotypic
susceptibility to multiple antibiotic classes frequently
described among community isolates of MRSA from
patients without health-care risk factors.5,19
Several studies have found a high prevalence of the
SCCmec IV element among CA-MRSA strains isolated
from patients without health-care risk factors.20–23 One
study determined that CA-MRSA isolates were six times
more likely to possess the SCCmec IV element than HAMRSA isolates.21 Okuma et al. found that no CA-MRSA
strains carried the type I–III elements; conversely,
Vandenesch et al. found that no HA-MRSA strains contained the type IV element.22,23 Studies have suggested
that the small size of the type IV element has little cost
for the fitness of community strains; by comparison,
the larger elements (type II and III) typically carried by
nosocomial strains have extra resistance determinants
and other genes.3 It is possible that the larger size of
type II and III elements creates too great a cost for
HA-MRSA strains to compete in the community.
Multiple susceptibility, tissue tropism,
and virulence traits
Studies comparing cases of HA-MRSA vs. cases of CAMRSA without health-care risk factors have found that
CA-MRSA strains are more likely to be susceptible to
multiple antibiotics and to cause skin and soft-tissue
infections.1,21,24,25 Some suggest a role for the PantonValentine leukocidin or pvl genes (a toxin to human
white blood cells) in causing necrosis, both in superficial skin infections and necrotizing pneumonia.20,26
Naimi et al. found that CA-MRSA isolates were also
more likely to possess pvl genes than were HA-MRSA
isolates.21 Likewise, studies have found that a high
proportion of skin and soft-tissue infection isolates
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possess pvl genes.20,21 The dual presence of the type IV
element and pvl genes, two genetic factors infrequently
found in nosocomial strains, might represent “superadaptation” that renders strains particularly suited for
community spread.20,23,26–28
Certain CA-MRSA strains possess virulence traits
that may aid survival and spread in the community,
such as bacteriocin and arginine catabolic mobile element (ACME). Bacteriocin is a toxin to other bacteria
closely related to the toxin-producing strain. ACME,
exclusively found in the community clone, USA 400, is
a mobile genetic element that likely enhances growth
and survival within the host. The main enzyme, arginine
deiminase, is an inhibitor of human peripheral blood
mononuclear cell proliferation, allowing for survival at
low pH levels and aiding intracellular invasion.13
Genetic background
Numerous studies have found that the genetic background of community strains differs from that of nosocomial strains.1,21,23,27,29 For instance, the agr (accessory
gene regulator) type 3 (agr3) background is more
common among CA-MRSA than HA-MRSA isolates.21,23
The agr type 3 background corresponds to a major phylogenetic lineage for pathogenic S. aureus sensitive to
methicillin (MSSA). The predominance of agr3 among
CA-MRSA isolates suggests a common origin for pathogenic MSSA and CA-MRSA, which is consistent with
findings from genetic analyses of virulent CA-MRSA
and CA-MSSA within other studies.22,23,26,30,31
In addition, the prototype CA-MRSA strain, MW2,
possesses heterogeneous subpopulations of resistance
cells (i.e., some subpopulations of cells examined are
resistant to methicillin, while others are not resistant).
In contrast, Mu3, a representative hospital strain,
possesses homogeneous methicillin resistance (i.e.,
all subpopulations of cells examined are resistant to
methicillin). The heterogeneous methicillin resistance
of MW2 could have arisen because antibiotic exposure
did not place a strong selective pressure on CA-MRSA
strains. Lack of antibiotic selective pressure is what
would be expected if MW2 evolved outside of the
hospital environment.22
CA- and HA-MRSA strains in the community
Based on the presumptive difference in origin of CAand HA-MRSA strains, there are at least two different
pathways to producing MRSA in the community. In the
first, a community-resident MSSA strain that is unrelated to hospital strains acquires the type IV SCCmec
element and becomes methicillin resistant. Why the
CA-MRSA strains would develop methicillin resistance
in the absence of a strong antibiotic selective pressure
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is difficult to explain. Salgado et al. noted that community strains of MRSA have longer colonizing times
than typical hospital strains, with 36.9 billion annual
person-days of S. aureus colonization in the community
and 50.4 million person-days in the hospital: a 733-fold
difference. Longer duration of colonization could allow
for acquisition of the methicillin-resistant determinant
even in the community.32
The genotype of the type IV element—mecA and
the genes needed for its transfer—suggests that it
has a single function: the transfer of the methicillin
resistance determinant.33 In fact, the SCCmec IV is
quite mobile: Robinson and Enright determined that
approximately half of the acquisitions of the SCCmec
over time involved an MSSA clone acquiring the type
IV element. Strains with faster growth rates, greater
colonization abilities, and limited antibiotic resistance may be better suited to survive and compete
in the community.33 The type IV element may then
be advantageous in an environment where antibiotic
use is sporadic, such as that of the community, and
its small size may exert little fitness cost on the strains
that carry it.
In the second pathway, a hospital strain escapes
and circulates in the community. Molecular analyses
aimed at identifying well-characterized nosocomial
strains have found a range in point prevalence of
these strains in the community of 11% to 59%.10,11,34
However, transmission of endemic hospital strains
does not seem to be sustained in community settings.35
Strains carrying SCCmec types II and III circulate at
low prevalence in the community: one study found
that 11.0% of strains circulating in the community
carried non-type IV SCCmec elements, while another
reported only 3.6%.11,12 A possible explanation for the
low community prevalence of HA-MRSA containing
SCCmec type II and III is that multidrug resistance
might increase the cost on fitness.
Nosocomial transmission of CA-MRSA
How CA-MRSA strains might be transmitted in a hospital setting is a different question. Either or both of two
different phenomena might be at work in this setting:
First, rare multidrug-resistant community strains could
enter from the community and then circulate in the
hospital. The multidrug-resistant phenotype of these
strains would aid in their survival and spread in the
hospital setting: any strain with multiple resistances,
regardless of its origin, would be selected and amplified in the hospital environment.32 Recent studies
have already documented this phenomenon in San
Francisco.12,36 Secondly, community strains with single
methicillin resistance could potentially enter this set-

ting and then acquire additional resistance genes within
the medical-care environment.
CA-MRSA strains have caused outbreaks in neonatal
and postpartum units of several U.S. hospitals.7–9 For
instance, outbreaks in two different New York City
hospitals in 2002 were caused by MRSA identical or
similar to MW2, the prototypical community strain;
all contained pvl genes and the type IV SCCmec element.7,8 In most cases in which community strains
have been introduced into hospital settings, they have
caused limited outbreaks. However, typical community
strains have established themselves in at least one
hospital setting where they now coexist with typical
nosocomial strains. Carleton et al. determined that
isolates belonging to clonal groups with the SCCmec
IV accounted for much higher proportions of isolates
from patients in that hospital than did isolates from
clonal groups with type II and III elements in the community setting. The introduction of community strains
in the hospital setting might indicate an expanding
community reservoir.12
Interestingly, penetration of CA-MRSA strains into
hospital settings might have decreased the prevalence
of multiple resistant MRSA infections (i.e., resistant to
two or more non-beta-lactam antibiotics). The diminution has been evident in U.S. intensive care units from
1992 to 2003 and in Europe. The decline seems to be
related to the introduction of community strains that
are typically susceptible to multiple non-beta-lactam
antibiotics (i.e., CA-MRSA harboring the type IV SCCmec element and no other resistance determinants.37
Clearly, the supposed barrier between the hospital
and the community is permeable. However, it is not
equally permeable in both directions: while strains
carrying the SCCmec IV seem to be able to enter and
establish themselves in the hospital, strains with the
type II and III elements are largely confined to the
hospital setting. It is also plausible that both methicillinsensitive and -resistant community strains could acquire
additional resistance genes in the future and become
established in the hospital setting. Reports of multidrug-resistant CA-MRSA strains have already emerged
inside and outside of the U.S.12,36 While there is virtually
no barrier in terms of strains entering either setting,
strains carrying type IV continue to survive longer and
proliferate better in the community setting, and strains
carrying SCCmec II and III survive and proliferate better in the hospital setting.
PUBLIC HEALTH RESPONSE
Critical advances, such as molecular characterization
of the SCCmec region, have allowed for a greater
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understanding of the origins and epidemiology of CAMRSA. A few studies have begun to characterize the
extent of the community reservoir and to determine
the incidence of MRSA in the community. Graham et
al. analyzed 2001–2002 National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES) data and found nasal
carriage to be 0.8%.38 Using the same NHANES data,
Kuehnert found that 2.4% of staphylococcal isolates
contained pvl genes.39 Fridkin et al. used populationbased surveillance data to determine the incidence of
CA-MRSA in Baltimore and Atlanta. The annual disease incidence was 25.7 cases per 100,0000 in Atlanta
and 18.0 cases per 100,000 in Baltimore.40 In light of
the mounting evidence of an expanding reservoir for
MRSA, public health officials must initiate broad-based
methods for detection that will inform strategies to
impede the spread of CA-MRSA.
Surveillance of MRSA—clinical and subclinical
cases (i.e., presumed infections that have not been
laboratory confirmed)—is the first step for detection.
The aims of such a surveillance system are to quantify
the number and distribution of CA-MRSA, determine
susceptibility profiles, and examine determinants of
community spread. National implementation of the
surveillance system would be neither necessary nor
particularly valuable. Individual states that have identified CA-MRSA as a large and growing problem could
adopt the proposed surveillance model. Evaluation of
the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of the state-based
system could then guide decisions regarding the implementation of a national system in the future.
We propose a locally based, statewide model that
will coordinate surveillance activities in the hospital
and community, encourage communication between
the two settings, and provide a more comprehensive
assessment of the epidemiology of CA-MRSA. To create
such an integrated system, S. aureus infection would
become a reportable condition. Several states have
added S. aureus to their lists of reportable conditions
(Figure 1). While many require reporting of vancomycin-resistant S. aureus infections, the only cases of
MRSA that are reportable are invasive (i.e., isolated
from normally sterile sites) or fatal. The surveillance
system proposed here would require reporting of cases
of S. aureus infection that are both laboratory confirmed
and non-laboratory confirmed.
Description of surveillance model
The integrated model involves two tiers (Figure 2).
The first tier consists of a state-level coordinating office
(possibly through the state health department) that is
responsible for aggregating data and disseminating sur-
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Figure 1. State reporting requirements
for S. aureus infections
			
VISA/
Invasive or
Statea
VRSA
fatal MRSAb

S. aureus
infection
in neonates

Arkansas
X (HC)
X (L)
Colorado
X (L) X (L-Denver area only)
Connecticut		
X
Delaware
X
X
District of Columbia			
Georgia		
X
Illinois
X		
Indiana
X		
Iowa
X
X
Louisiana
X		
Maine		
X
Michigan			
Minnesota 		
X
Nebraska
X		
New York
X		
North Carolina
X		
North Dakota
X
X
Ohio
X		
Pennsylvania
X		
Rhode Island
X		
South Dakota
X
X
Tennessee		
X
Texas
X		
Utah
X		
West Virginia
X		
Wyoming
X
X (O)
Total

19

12

X
X

X

3

Source: In each case, the state department of health. Accessed in
October 2006.
a

In addition to statewide surveillance, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention conducts surveillance for invasive MRSA
infections in select counties in nine states. Available from: URL:
http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dbmd/abcs/team-start.htm#survareas
b

S. aureus 5 Staphylococcus aureus
VISA 5 vancomycin-intermediate Staphylococcus aureus
VRSA 5 vancomycin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
MRSA 5 methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
L 5 laboratory only
O 5 outbreaks and clusters only
HC 5 health-care providers only

veillance reports. The coordinating office determines
standard microbiologic procedures, such as standards
for susceptibility testing defined by the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards, and develops
uniform reporting forms.
The second level involves local surveillance activities.
Hospitals, health-care facilities, private physicians, and
other institutions (e.g., correctional facilities) within
local areas are responsible for the collection of data
from patients. Cases would be defined as patients with
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Figure 2. Schematic illustrating model of integrated MRSA surveillance
STATE COORDINATING OFFICE
Local surveillance reports
• Phenotypic distributions of methicillin resistance
• Distribution of CA-MRSA and HA-MRSA
• Antibiograms
• Demographic summary of cases
• Clinical summary of cases
LOCAL ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER
Case reporting forms (laboratory results)
• Bacterial culture antibiotic susceptibility
• PFGE profile
• SCCmec type and pvl 1/2 (via PCR analysis)
Case reporting forms
• Demographic information
• Patient antibiotic use
• Clinical manifestations

CENTRAL PUBLIC LABORATORY

Results of specimen
testing
LOCAL ENTITIES
• Private physicians
• Hospital
• Public health-care centers
• Other institutions (i.e., correctional facilities)

Specimens positive for S. aureus

COMMERCIAL AND
HOSPITAL LABORATORIES
Patient specimens
for confirmation of
diagnosis

MRSA 5 methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
CA-MRSA 5 community-associated MRSA
HA-MRSA 5 hospital-associated MRSA
PFGE 5 pulsed field gel electrophoresis
SCCmec 5 staphylococcal chromosome cassette mec
Pvl 5 Panton-Valentine leukocidin
PCR 5 polymerase chain reaction
S. aureus 5 Staphylococcus aureus

laboratory-confirmed S. aureus infection (clinical cases)
and patients with presumed S. aureus infection that
have not been laboratory confirmed (subclinical cases).
All local entities record information on demographics
(age, race/ethnicity, gender, municipality, or county
of residence), antibiotic use, clinical manifestations,
underlying disease, predisposing risk factors, and, if
applicable, date of admission and onset.
Local entities comply with state regulations and the
federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) regarding the collection of data (clinical
and nonidentifying demographic information) and
specimens for surveillance. HIPAA allows health-care

providers to collect protected health information and
release it to public health authorities for the purpose
of preventing and controlling disease (HIPAA 45 CFR
§164.512). Local entities also submit nasal swabs from
all close contacts of the infected patient who are present at the time of examination and diagnosis. Local
clinical laboratories submit specimens to a central local
public health laboratory for further testing.
Many states currently require submission of patient
information as well as specimens for testing to confirm
diagnoses or to conduct additional testing (e.g., M.
tuberculosis specimens for DNA typing). The central
laboratory performs the following tests: bacterial cul-
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ture, susceptibility testing, pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and polymerase chain reaction analysis of
the SCCmec region and pvl genes. The central laboratory issues case reports stating the results of the tests
performed. The results of the laboratory testing and
the reporting forms are sent to a local administrative
center. The local administrative center submits periodic
reports on the local surveillance activities and findings
for the following characteristics—phenotypic distribution of methicillin resistance (i.e., MRSA vs. MSSA),
distribution of CA-MRSA and HA-MRSA (defined by
PFGE typing), and the antibiogram of isolates (the
average percent susceptibility of MRSA isolates to
individual antibiotics), demographic composition of
patients, and clinical information—to the state coordinating office.
The periodic reports include a comparison of the
characteristics of cases in the community and hospital
setting. The state coordinating office aggregates data
and disseminates state- and local-level (e.g., municipal or county level) findings to hospitals, health-care
facilities, private physicians, microbiologists, and public
health officials. The coordinating office also develops
and delivers educational workshops to providers, which
includes education on reporting guidelines, information about the severity of CA-MRSA infection, methods
for diagnosis, effective treatment courses, factors that
facilitate transmission in the community (i.e., poor
hygiene, close physical contact, shared items), and
tools for patient education.
Because effective surveillance systems must be
sensitive to local circumstances, the local entity, in
consultation with state health authorities, should make
specific decisions about allocation of staff time for the
different tasks (i.e., collecting and managing information on patients, identifying contacts, coordinating
laboratory testing).
The case for an integrated model
A rigid distinction between the hospital and the community may soon become obsolete. The relative ease
with which MRSA strains move between the hospital
and the community certainly highlights the need for
increased coordination between the two settings. The
introduction of community strains into the hospital
setting suggests that an extensive community reservoir might be expanding.12 Conversely, the increasing
prevalence of MRSA in the hospital contributes to the
carriage of endemic nosocomial strains into the community. Thus, the rise in CA-MRSA is most likely the
result of both the introduction of nosocomial strains
into the community and the de novo emergence of novel
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strains of pathogenic MRSA. In turn, the introduction
of these community strains into the hospital setting
represents another critical reservoir for MRSA.
The rising number of cases of CA-MRSA, the high
prevalence of MRSA in certain communities, and the
potential invisibility of community-circulating MRSA
when prevalence assessments are solely clinic- or
hospital-based make it important to determine and
monitor trends at the community level. For instance,
up to a third of the general population is colonized
with S. aureus, but only 12% of the U.S. population is
admitted to the hospital annually.33 Further, asymptomatic carriers represent an important contributor to the
community reservoir, and the community is an ideal setting for surveying carriage. Control at the community
level also has a direct effect on control in the hospital.
Mathematical modeling reveals that successful control
of hospital-based antibiotic-resistant infections, through
prudent antibiotic use and standard infection-control
measures, depends on the absence of the introduction
of community strains into the hospital setting.41
Just as a strictly hospital-based surveillance system
would exclude important data on the community, a
community-based system would miss data on clinical
MRSA infection and community transmission in the
hospital. The hospital has also proven to be a somewhat
unexpected setting for transmission of typical community strains.7–9 Hospital-based surveillance is an important tool for detecting clinical infections. Individuals
with clinical MRSA infections may seek treatment in
the hospital setting. A substantial increase in CA-MRSA
case-patients admitted to the hospital could potentially
increase the prevalence of nosocomial MRSA infections. Recent changes in our health-care systems have
resulted in shorter hospital stays and, in turn, higher
patient turnover.35 These changes may further facilitate
the transmission of endemic hospital and possibly community strains back into the community. Patients who
acquire MRSA in the hospital may not show clinical
symptoms until they have returned to the community,
as colonization can persist for several years before infection develops.32 Though the prevalence of endemic
hospital strains in the community seems limited and
the spread unknown, it is nonetheless important to
quantify and monitor this trend.
Limitations
The model proposed has several limitations. A primary
limitation is the heavy financial and human-resources
burden needed to implement a statewide surveillance
system. Because S. aureus would become a reportable
condition under this model, the necessary costs and
resources (including personnel, testing materials,
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s torage, and transportation of specimens) would be
borne by state and local government.
A second limitation is the mode of data collection
and reporting: passive surveillance and reporting conducted by health-care providers. While underreporting
by providers is a potential issue, the localization of data
provided by this locally based, statewide system could
serve as a strong incentive for timely and complete
reporting by providers in the community and hospital
setting. In this model, the data disseminated to providers could help guide their therapeutic choices for
presumed staphylococcal infections.

The spread of MRSA is a dynamic phenomenon. The
emergence of methicillin resistance in the community reflects the continuous evolution of an adaptive
and virulent bacterium. Clearly, the rapid evolution
of S. aureus necessitates consistent monitoring of its
prevalence, distribution, and resistance patterns in the
community and the hospital. The recent emergence of
resistance to vancomycin—the primary line of therapy
for multidrug-resistant S. aureus infections—and
super-adapted Panton-Valentine leukocidin containing multidrug-resistant CA-MRSA strains, as well as
evidence of a domesticated animal reservoir, reaffirm
the importance of increased vigilance and continuing
research to determine the epidemiological and genetic
determinants of resistance, virulence, and transmission
of MRSA.3,36,42 To achieve ultimate control of MRSA in
the community, researchers, public health officials,
and clinicians must continue to link knowledge of the
microbiological and epidemiological dimensions of
CA-MRSA with efforts to devise timely and appropriate
population-level solutions.
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